Microsoft Cloud Agreement
Professional Secrecy Amendment

This Professional Secrecy Amendment ("Amendment") is entered into between Customer and the Microsoft Affiliate who are parties to the Microsoft Cloud Agreement (the "Agreement"), and the parties agree that this Amendment supplements the Agreement. All terms used but not defined will have the same meaning as provided in the Agreement.

The parties agree that the Agreement is amended as follows:

Microsoft is aware of Customer being subject to legal obligations as regards allowing access to Customer’s clients’ information and that non-compliance with such obligations can entail criminal sanctions (imprisonment or fines).

Microsoft acknowledges that all Customer Data is to be kept strictly confidential.

By performing the Online Services as contractually agreed it is ensured for the purposes of this Agreement that Microsoft only takes access to Customer Data as is required for the performance of the Online Services.

Microsoft or its subcontractors may use further persons to perform the Online Services. Microsoft shall ensure that persons Microsoft uses are obliged to maintain secrecy, to the extent they could obtain knowledge of Customer Data in the context of their activities and shall oblige the subcontractors, to oblige persons they use to maintain secrecy.

Except for changes made by this Amendment, the Agreement remains unchanged and in full force and effect. If there is any conflict between any provision in this Amendment and any provision in the Agreement and any provision in the Online Services Terms, this Amendment shall control.